
	  
	  
	  

	  

	  

     Sabre Girl’s Hockey Outdoor Workout 
1. Warm up jog 2-5 minutes  

2. Ballistic stretching warm up.  

Ø Grape vine. Down and back one time. 

Ø Skipping, one leg at a time high jumps. Down and back one time. 

Ø Front and backward kicks while walking. Down and back one time.  

3. Sprinting.  

Ø Traditional Sprints:  

o Forwards are always running forward, every 10 feet change direction 

o Defense can start forwards but then must back pedal every 10 feet  

o The point of this drill is to explode out the first few strides to get up to 

maximum speed then to maintain very shortly. It replicates stops and 

starts in game situations.  

Ø Three cone suicide.  

o Three cones will be set up, each cone about 10 foot yards away from 

another. 

o Start at cone one then run to cone two. After touching the ground at 

cone two, run back to cone one and touch the ground. Then run to 

cone three touch the ground and run all the way through to the back 

of the line. This drill works on speed and agility.  



	  
	  
Sprinting Continued: 

Ø Diagonal cone sprints.  

o This requires 5 cones that are equal distant away from each other 

but put into a diagonal formation. 

o  One line starts at the first cone. One by one a girl will run to the 

second cone, then once she gets there she must transition 

backwards and back pedal to the third cone. Once reaching the third 

cone she will transition again going forward to the fourth cone. After 

reaching the fourth cone she will transition one last time and back 

pedal to the fifth and final cone then promptly jog to the end of the 

line. This drill works on transitions as well as endurance.  

4. 5 minutes of hell. 

o  The next 5 minutes is supposed to be challenging but very important 

because it mimics the end of a game when you’re tired and fatigued.  

o 30 seconds of high knees 

o 15 jump squats (counting out together as a team) 

o 10 push-ups (counting out together) 

o 15 mountain climbers each side (counting out together) 

o 15 burpee’s or USA’s (counting out together) 

o 30 seconds of plank 

o Start back at the top.  

	  


